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INGENUIT Y PORT ABLE BABY SWING. b y User380256

Price:

THB 11,000

Location:

Bangkok, Bangkok

Category:

Articles & Misc - Household Goods, Moving,

Kids
Phone:

Details:
Like new condition. Purchased in US, barely used... literally only a few times.
Product Description
Now you can save money on batteries anywhere you travel with this portable swing and its AC adapter. The Power Adapt Portable Swing from
Ingenuity is loaded with all the features of a full-size swing, but in a portable size. True Speed weight sensing technology keeps baby's favorite
swing speeds consistent, even as baby gets bigger. Plug in to swing battery-free or when you have to use batteries, they'll last up to 3 times
longer thanks to our patented Hybrid rive Technology. Soothe baby with 5 swing speeds, 8 calming melodies and 3 nature sounds. We've included
a head support to provide more support for younger babies, and can be removed as baby grows. The toy bar is removable which makes it easy
for mom to take baby in and out. Swing timer offers three hands-free settings: 30,45 and 60 minutes. Very quiet swing motor helps baby swing
undisturbed. Folds flat for easy transport or for storage. 5-point harness and non-slip feet for added safety. Vesper fashion is gender-neutral and
looks great in your home.
Feature
Portable swing that can be plugged in for battery-free swinging
Folds flat for easy storage and transport
Soothes baby with melodies and nature sounds
AC Adapter helps parents spend less on batteries
Weight-sensing technology means baby's favorite speed will remain consistent, even as baby gets bigger

Portable swing that can be plugged in for battery-free swinging
Portable size with all the features of a full size swing
Folds flat for easy storage and transport
Soothes baby with melodies and nature sounds
AC Adapter helps parents spend less on batteries
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Product Dimensions(LxWxH) : 58x37x22cm ; 6622 g
Package Dimensions(LxWxH) : 57x38x22cm ; 6622 g

